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Abstract
Virtual Environments (VE) allow direct 3D interaction, better perception of shapes and a feel of immersion, properties that
are highly desirable for design tasks. Traditional CAD software extensively use WIMP interfaces (Windows, Icons, Menus and
Pointing device), but these interaction models are not suited in VE. Moreover, during a design task, the use of dialog boxes,
buttons, etc. deteriorates the user’s focus on his work. However, to fully benefit from immersive interaction we need more
reactive behavior from 3D objects. The objects data structures must provide efficient ways for real-time modification of the
geometric definitions of solids via direct 3D interactions. We will present an approach that replaces the traditional editing of
the construction history graph in parametric modelers. A description of data structures and algorithms that allow the user to
implicitly modify the history of a solid through a direct 3D interaction on topological elements of the objects will be given.
The techniques presented here are validated in a VE prototype, using the OpenCASCADE geometric kernel and a multimodal
interface.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism]: Virtual reality
I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Modeling]: Curve, surface, solid, and object representations

1. Introduction

Following the appearance of CAD software the design task has
changed [Poi87]. The CAD activity is mainly focused on a logical
process whereas a design task is also a combination of perceptive
and sensorimotor actions. The interaction between the sensorimo-
tor actions and the perceptive feedbacks allows designers to bet-
ter express and communicate the forms and properties of the ob-
jects [Leb83]. Of course, CAD gets strong benefits from the com-
putational power for complex geometric operations or constraint
solving. Now, Virtual Environments (VE) offer new perspectives
for design tasks. These interfaces give the user more realism and
intuitive interactions. VE can help to get back the manual aspect of
the design task to CAD software.

On current CAD software, most of editing commands are issued
with the aid of widgets and alphanumeric data inputs. Only few
selection commands are done with direct mouse selection. Previous
researches in CAD related that multimodality could help avoiding
utilization of widgets for the interface. For example, it has been
shown that a user can be more productive using a CAD program
when keyboard interactions are replaced by vocal ones [Mar89].
One of the strengths of Virtual Reality is the 3D interaction so that
applications using this technology should limit the use of WIMP
paradigms. To this end, we recently presented a multimodal Virtual
Environment for CAD applications [CB03].

However, one of the drawbacks of current history-based model-
ers is how changes of design history are performed. In cases, users
often edit an operation that is several steps upstream in the tree, and
they must go back to the previous stage to see the result of their
modification. For example, suppose we have a solid object being
the result of profile extrusion, with several form features attached.
If users modify the profile (moving points, changing dimensions),
current software doesn’t give feedback about the consequences of
their gestures on the final solid. Creating design variants from an
object is thus a tedious task.

To fully benefit from immersive interaction, as well as to im-
prove the usability of history-based modelers, more reactive data
structures are needed for objects. We mean by reactive, that the
object could be modified in real-time by a direct interaction. This
work provides a technique that allow implicit history editing of a
solid by direct interaction on topological elements (vertices, edges,
faces) of its boundary representation. This technique leads the CAD
objects to be more reactive, allowing immersive design activity
with current models and functionality of CAD software.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. Sec-
tion 2 presents related work on VE and CAD. In section 3, we de-
scribe our representation for objects. Section 4 explains the tech-
nique to obtain object reactivity. In section 5, we briefly describe
our VE multimodal prototype. In section 6, we present open issues
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and we provide some possible solutions for them. Finally, we con-
clude and show future work.

2. Related Work

In the field of CAD, Virtual and Augmented Reality are especially
used for virtual prototyping [dSZ99] or to manage parts assem-
bly [BBMW02]. Nevertheless, in these cases, the objects are mod-
eled with traditional CAD software and are exported into standard
graphic object format to be used in VE.

However, since the beginning of Virtual Reality research has
been done to bring geometric modeling in immersive environments.

Some results [CDG97] [KTK∗97] [dAFS01] [CB03] focused on
immersive interaction for a design task, since accurate interaction
is one of the problems of VE for geometric modeling.

Most of the immersive approaches to geometric modeling are
based on object representations that are favorable with a 3D inter-
action. They use models that allow object creation and modification
with direct manipulation [DBW∗00]: voxels grid [LWLO02], func-
tion representation [Sav00], freeform surfaces drawing [USV96],
simple polyhedral primitives [BDHO92] or more complex mul-
tiresolution mesh [GEL00]. All these results can only be used
for early design stage of product lifecycle. Only few attempts
have be done in the field of part design, for example Zhong et
al. [ZMWM02] tried to bring a new data model suited for Virtual
Reality with interactive constraint recognition.

3. Object Representation
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Figure 1: Construction history graph of a solid produced by ex-
truding a profile

Here we describe the data structure to represent the objects. This
data structure is composed of two models common in many CAD
systems:
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Figure 2: Design variants from a same construction history graph

• A construction history model, which is a graph representing the
sequence of modeling operations used to create the object, and
their results.

• A boundary representation (B-Rep), an evaluation of the con-
struction history model.

A B-Rep model is attached to each node of the history tree, rep-
resenting the geometric result of its operation. In practice, a mesh
model is also associated to each B-Rep for displaying and collision
detection, necessary for the interaction.

The construction history graph is derived from Constructive
Solid Geometry tree, sometime also called feature dependency
graph [HJ93] or design feature history. It is an implicit represen-
tation of the parametric definition of the object. The B-Rep is used
for several operations needing topology referencing, i.e. form fea-
ture attachment [SM95]. Additional information can be added to
the object nodes, such as object location or material features. In
standard history-based modelers, the construction history is gener-
ally described by a binary tree with solids as object nodes, whereas
in our model it is a graph where object nodes can also be primitives
like points and curves (see Figure 1). Boolean operations nodes are
extended with curve creation nodes, profile extrusion nodes, and
form features attachment nodes.

Any object enables geometric transformation by changing pa-
rameters of operations or the locations of objects in the construction
history graph. In Figure 2 we can see several object variants: one is
obtained by giving a new parameter to the extrusion (Figure 2 solid
1′), another by moving points of the profile (Figure 2 solid 1′′). The
three solids have the same construction history graph. Moreover, to
replay completely the design history, a persistent naming manage-
ment is necessary [Hof93]. Several methods and formalisms have
been proposed [RS98] to solve this problem. In our case we use
topological as well as geometrical information, close to the ap-
proach of Wu et al. [WZZZ01].

In a standard system, users have to edit a tree representation with
widgets and alphanumeric values inputs to modify the construc-
tion history of their objects. Our goal is to allow this modification
without WIMP interaction, using the strength of VE with direct 3D
interaction and multimodality: to implicitly edit the construction
history graph only with users manipulation.

4. Implicit Editing of Design History

Our approach consists in replacing editing of the history tree by
direct interaction on the solid shape. This section explains the de-
tails of our process. We describe it for objects resulting of linear
extrusion and regularized Boolean operations. However, the same
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scheme can be used for additionnal operations such as sweeping
and form feature attachment.

4.1. Reactivity Scheme

The principle of our method is:

1. The user selects a topological element of the solid’s B-Rep (ver-
tices, edges and faces) and ask for a solid modification.

2. Depending on the selected topological element, one or more tar-
gets are identified, as we will see in section 4.2. Targets might
be parameters of operations or objects in the construction his-
tory model.

3. For each target, manipulation constraints are also identified: for
example if the target is a point in a profile, the constraint would
be to allow only manipulation in the supporting plane of the
profile.

4. The user’s manipulation (a variation of position and orientation
from the previous iteration) is processed. The targets are modi-
fied according to the constraints and the manipulation.

5. The model is reevaluated: a new B-Rep is produced.
6. The selected topological element is identified in the new B-Rep,

thanks to a persistent naming process, to allow visual feedback
to the user.

The steps 3 to 6 are repeated so that the solid is continuously mod-
ified with direct manipulation. The step 2 doesn’t have to be re-
peated because the history model isn’t changed during the process,
only parameters and primitives are affected, hence the targets are
the same for each iteration. The step 6 is not used in geometric de-
formation process. Nevertheless, if this step is omitted, there is no
possible feedback on the initial selected entity where the B-Rep is
regenerated. Conversely, using step 6 to have an active feedback
on the initially selected entity helps the user to continue reactive
manipulation.

During the manipulation, the selected topological element could
disappear due to consequent topological changes in the reevaluated
B-Rep. This does not affect the process because the targets and the
constraints have been identified in an initialization stage (steps 2
and 3 in the list). The user can continue his interaction with the
solid.

4.2. Target Identification

In order to identify the target from a topological element, construc-
tive information (face splitting history, intersection generated from
which operation...) must be attached to the B-Rep elements. These
informations come from the labeling process and are taken into ac-
count also for our persistent naming scheme.

After an operation, topological entities of the resulting solid
model are labeled depending on their role by the operation. The
label is an expression containing at least the identifier of the opera-
tion, which created the entity. If an entity was present in the B-Rep
before the operation, it keeps the exact same label. These labels are
not unique, for example, a face could have been split in two during
the operation or several edges can come from the same intersection
of two faces after a Boolean operation.

4.2.1. Labeling topological elements

In this section, we give the example of labeling for the extrusion op-
eration and the regularized Boolean operations. The labeling pro-
cess for the different operations is as following:

Extrusion: This operation takes a set of connected curves form-
ing a closed profile, has a length parameter, and results in a solid.

• Vertices on the bottom and top faces of the solid are labeled
V B(IDpnt , IDop) and V T (IDpnt , IDop) respectively, where IDpnt
is the identifier of the point in the profile that leads to the vertex
and IDop is the extrude operation identifier.

• Edges on the bottom and top faces of the solid are labeled
EB(IDcurve, IDop) and ET (IDcurve, IDop) respectively, where
IDcurve is the identifier of the curve in the profile that leads to
the edge.

• Edges created from the extrusion of vertices are labeled
EX(IDpnt , IDop) where IDpnt is the identifier of point in the pro-
file that leads to the extruded vertex.

• Faces created from the extrusion of edges are labeled
FX(IDcurve, IDop), where IDcurve is the identifier of the curve
in the profile that leads to the extruded edge.

• The bottom and top faces of the solid are labeled FB(IDop) and
FT (IDop) respectively.

Boolean operations: These operations take two solids and the
result is a solid. The order in which the two solid operands are
given is important for the cut operation and is significant for the
labeling purpose.

• Vertices, edges and faces coming from the two original solids
inherit the same labels.

• Vertices resulting from the merge of two vertices are labeled
V M(V1,V2, IDop), where V1 and V2 are the labels of the weld-
ing vertices of the two solids and IDop is the Boolean operation
identifier.

• Edges resulting from the merge of two edges are labeled
EM(E1,E2, IDop), where E1 and E2 are the labels of the merging
edges of the two solids.

• Vertices resulting from edge-face intersections are labeled
V I(E,F,S, IDop), where E and F are the labels of the intersect-
ing edge and face respectively, S is a Boolean value which is 1
if the edge comes from the first solid parameter of the Boolean
operation 0 otherwise. The information S allows us to keep track
of which solid provided the intersecting edge and which solid
provided the face.

• Edges resulting from two face intersections are labeled
EI(F1,F2, IDop), where F1 and F2 are the labels of the intersect-
ing faces.

• Faces resulting from the merge of two faces are labeled
FM(F1,F2, IDop), where F1 and F2 are the labels of the merg-
ing faces.

4.2.2. Selecting the targets and the constraints

From labels of the B-Rep entities of each node of a construction
history graph, it becomes possible to manage the selection of the
targets. Different rules can be considered and would reflect differ-
ent interaction strategies. Actually, the selection of the target is an
essential task in the reactivity process because it should lead to an
intuitive behavior of the solid modeler. Rules we adopted for se-
lecting the targets depending on the selected entity’s label are listed
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# Label Targets

1 V B(IDpnt , IDop) • point IDpnt in the profile
• length parameter of the extrude op-

eration IDop
• the position of the resulting solid

2 V T (IDpnt , IDop) • point IDpnt in the profile
• length parameter of the extrude op-

eration IDop

3 EB(IDcurve, IDop) • points in the profile defining the
curve IDcurve

• length parameter of the extrude op-
eration IDop

• the position of the resulting solid

4 ET (IDcurve, IDop) • points in the profile defining the
curve IDcurve

• length parameter of the extrude op-
eration IDop

5 EX(IDpnt , IDop) • point IDpnt in the profile

6 FX(IDcurve, IDop) • points in the profile defining the
curve IDcurve

7 FB(IDop) • length parameter of the extrude op-
eration IDop and the location of
the resulting solid

8 FT (IDop) • length parameter of the extrude op-
eration IDop

9 EM(V1,V2, IDop)
V M(E1,E2, IDop)
FM(F1,F2, IDop)
V I(E,F,S, IDop)
EI(F1,F2, IDop)

• location of the second solid of
Boolean operation IDop

Table 1: Example of targets selection rules

in Table 1. For example, the following are the rules applied while
editing the shape in Figure 3:

• If vertex labeled V B(6,10) is selected, then according to the rule
1 the targets will be the position of point 6 in the profile, the
length parameter of the extrusion operation 10 and the location
of solid 2 (cut object in Figure 3).

• If edge labeled EI(FX(4,5),FX(5,10),11) is selected, then ac-
cording to the rule 9 the target will be the location of solid 2.

• If face labeled FT (5) is selected, then according to the rule 8 the
target will be the length parameter of the extrusion operation 5.

We represent the user’s manipulation as a variation of position
and orientation. This matrix must be transformed into targets refer-
ence frames because in our construction history graph, each object
node has location information.
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Figure 3: Example of a solid and its Construction History Graph
for target selection

During the stage of target selection, manipulation constraints are
also identified. These constraints reflect the degree of freedom al-
lowed to the user in order to produce a valid modification of this
target. The constraints depend on the targets.

• Points on a profile: Let −→U and−→V be two orthogonal unit vectors
of the profile’s plane, and the vector −→T , the translationnal part
of the user’s manipulation in the reference frame of the profile.
Each point is translated by vector −→D = (

−→T .−→U )
−→U + (

−→T .−→V )
−→V .

• Length parameter of an extrusion: Let unit vector −→N the normal
of the profile plane,−→N .

−→T is added to the length parameter of the
extrusion.

• Position of a solid: For the cases V T (IDpnt , IDop) and
EB(IDcurve, IDop), the solid is translated by vector (

−→T .−→N )
−→N

where −→N is the normal of the profile plane.
• Location of a solid: In this case, the solid can be solidarized with

the user’s interaction allowing 6 DoF manipulations.

Constraints can also be used for feedback to guide the user dur-
ing the modification. For example, when the target is a single point
in a profile, the manipulation is constrained to the profile plane. At
the user interface level, additionnal constraints can be added. For
example to guide the user with snapping.

4.3. Example

In the Figure 4 and 5 we show an example of object reactivity. The
user edits the parametric history-based definition of solid objects
by selecting and moving their vertices, edges and faces.

In the Figure 4, the solid is the result of a cut Boolean operation
between a solid produced by extrusion and a second solid produced
by a revolution, then a fillet form feature is added to an edge. The
user modifies the position of two points in the former profile of the
cut object by dragging the selected edge, the boolean operation is
automatically re-executed. In the Figure 5, the solid is the result a
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Figure 4: Object reactivity, the user modifies the position of two
points in the former profile of the cut object by dragging the red
edge.

Figure 5: Object reactivity, the user modifies the length parameter
of extrusion operations by dragging the red faces.

cut operations between two solids created by extrusion, then a fil-
let is added to an edge. The user modifies extrusion length of the
cutting object, and of the cut object, by dragging faces, again the
boolean operation is re-executed. The visual feedback of the se-
lected topological element (the edge hilighted in red on Figure 4
and the faces in Figure 5) is possible because of the persistent nam-
ing in step 6 (see section 4.1). However, as we have already recalled
in section 3, it is the presistent naming that allows correct replay of
the form feature constructions included in a history construction
graph (such as the edge rounding on Figure 4).

5. Multimodal VE Prototype

We have implemented the techniques presented here in an immer-
sive CAD prototype. For geometric modeling we use the kernel of
OpenCASCADE R©. However, our immersive CAD software only
requires the geometric modeling and tessellation functionalities of
OpenCASCADE R© libraries. Our prototype runs our own persis-
tent naming scheme and replaces the standard WIMP user interface
by a multimodal immersive one.

The display is composed of two stereoscopic retroprojected
screen walls for visual feedbacks. We use a Flock of BirdsTM 6
degree of freedom (DoF) motion capture system to track the users
hands and head. The head is tracked to allow correct stereoscopy
computation and the hands are tracked for interaction purpose. Se-
lection and manipulation tasks are done with a WandTM pointing
device on the dominant hand and a 5DT R© data glove on the slave
hand. Commands are issued by the user with vocal events, so a
speech recognition system is also connected to the immersive ap-
plication. All devices and displays are managed by the EVI3d plat-
form [TBBB02].

In this prototype, users can sketch 2D profiles, extrude or revolve
them to obtain solids. Users can also manipulate solids either with

Curve 4
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Curve 2

Curve 3

Point 1Point 2

Point 3 Point 4

Solid 1 Solid 2

EB(4,5)

EB(3,5)EB(3,5)

EB(4,5)

VB(4,5)

Figure 6: Point 4 has no resulting topological entity in the B-Rep
of Solid 2.

direct manipulation or constraint based translations and rotations.
Solids can be modified by attaching them form features or doing
Boolean operations. Object reactivity allows to transform the solid
history by selecting a topological entity, asking for the implicit edit-
ing mode and manipulating the entity with the Wand.

The interaction of this prototype is fully multimodal and immer-
sive, no widget are used.

6. Open Issues

Some parameter operation or primitive may not have resulting
topological entities in the B-Rep of the current object. For example
in Figure 6, the point 4 can’t be selected as a target. A solution to
this problem could be to extend the rules with multiple selection,
for example to allow the selection of the point 4 as target when the
selection is composed of the edges EB(3,5) and EB(4,5). Another
possibility could be to improve the Boolean operation labeling with
form feature recognition information [HPR00].

7. Conclusion and future work

We presented in this paper an approach for implicit modification
of design history by direct 3D interaction on the shapes of objects.
This technique is one possible way to provide reactive object in
CAD. Such real-time deformation on CAD objects is necessary for
some design tasks (part design for example). It allows more intu-
itive modification of solids, such as is suitable for immersive mod-
eling.

Real-time feedback are currently limited by the speed of the geo-
metric kernel and the power of the computer. Currently, we are able
to replay only several Boolean and features operations in real-time,
depending on the complexity of the geometry. This computational
cost is an inherent problem on history-based modelers when replay-
ing long history sequences.

The labeling and targets selection methods proposed here for ex-
trusion and Boolean operations can be generalized to sweeping,
revolution and feature attachment operations. For example, we can
imagine a rule for modifying the radius of an edge rounding op-
eration by a direct selection and drag on the resulting face of the
operation.

Haptic feedback could be added to the VE prototype to benefit
from the constraints identified during the reactivity process. For
example, we could constraint the user manipulation according to
the identified DoF of the manipulated targets.

The critical step that makes the link between the interaction and
the implicit editing is the targets and constraints identification step.
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Keeping the same mechanism, other rules can be defined to allow a
different deformation interaction. We are also working on the iden-
tified limitations decribed in section 6.
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